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Remember when it snowed in the middle of May? That seems
like a long time ago now. Summer temperatures have been on the warm
side, with lots of sunshine. Actually, we had too much sunshine
and not enough rain for awhile.
The golf course needed a lot of
watering to stay green and lush,
but our tireless staff rose to the
occasion and all the grass and
flowers remain beautiful. Now
that we have had some rain, the
conditions are just perfect, so
come on out and play!

When your golf game is in
mid-season form, it’s a good time
to evaluate the clubs in your bag.
Is there a club in there that is underperforming? Call us and make an
appointment for a club fitting with Sam. There are so many wonderful
golf clubs today. We can fit you for clubs from Titleist, Taylor Made, Nike, Ping, Mizuno, Wilson, and Cleveland. We can also custom build
clubs, including our premium clubs from Tom Wishon Golf Technology.
Improving your set of golf clubs does not necessarily mean buying a
whole new set. Golf is really a combination of many different types of
skills and different types of shots. It is important to evaluate both your
game and your clubs with this in mind. If you are hitting your short
irons well, don’t change a thing. If it is just the longer irons that don’t
perform well, then you might improve your game with only a couple of
new clubs. Usually, the putter and the driver are the clubs that affect
your score the most, followed by the wedges used for short shots around
the green. Think about these clubs in particular when you’re trying to
figure out which part of your game could benefit the most from new
equipment. A putter fitting session also includes tips and instruction
from Sam, who specializes in putting. Sometimes during a club-fitting
session, we notice that a golfer’s current clubs are only a small adjustment away from an optimal fit. If you do like your existing clubs, but
wonder why they don’t perform consistently, it’s worthwhile to have
them analyzed. If it only takes a little change in lie angle, length, or grip
size, it will not cost a lot to put you back on the road to improvement.
Call and schedule a club fitting appointment while there is still lots of
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Technology has changed golf equipment significantly, especially over the last 25 years. While the intent has been to make golf easier
and more enjoyable for more players, it is worthwhile to know what
those changes are and how it affects your own game. Obviously, not
all golfers hit the ball the same way, nor do all golfers have the same
needs. The most important thing is to make sure your equipment fits
your game, and it’s good to know how and why your clubs work for
you.

For most players,
higher flight results in
more distance and
better distance control. Game improvement irons and hybrids are excellent examples of this.

The most important specification of a golf club is the loft. Loft
is the primary feature that dictates how high or low the ball will
launch and how much it will spin. A set of golf clubs is made up of
clubs with different lofts in order to create different trajectories and
different distances with each club. A driver might have 8°-14° of loft,
and a sand wedge 54°-58°, and there are a bunch of other clubs in between. It’s good to know what the lofts on your clubs are because
there is no standard in the golf industry, and there can be big differences between one set and another. Many equipment companies have
made the lofts stronger on most of their irons with the help of another key specification of the club: the center of gravity (CG). Old, traditional irons had a very slim profile with most of the weight positioned
close to the face, but modern irons often have more weight back farther away from the face, as well as low in the club-head. This lower,
deeper positioning of the weight launches the ball higher, even with
lower lofts. Game improvement irons and hybrids are excellent examples of this: a modern 28° 6 iron will hit the ball higher than a slimmer 7 iron with 32°loft, and for most players higher flight results in
more distance and better distance control. Hybrids launch even higher; for golfers who are prone to low ball flight they can be miraculous.
Incidentally, this technology has been around since the 19th century:
wooden woods also had the weight back away from the face for clubs
with low loft. It has always been critical to launch the ball upwards.
The second most important specification of a golf club is the
weight. While the weights of club-heads do not vary much, nor have
they changed much over the years, the overall club weight has become significantly lighter. This is due to the lighter weight shafts that
have evolved over the last 30 years. Heavy shafts are often appropriate for very strong or very skilled golfers, but the majority of golfers
benefit from lighter weights. Lighter clubs will usually be easier to
swing fast, thereby generating power, but can also be easier to control
throughout the swing. The basic rule of thumb is to use the lightest
weight that you can control. The reason that stronger players do not
use the lightest weights is that lighter shafts tend to create more
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backspin on the ball. Backspin is very beneficial because is minimizes sidespin and keeps the ball straight, but there can be too
much of a good thing. Hitting the ball really hard creates a high
spin rate in the first place, so adding more is likely to make the ball
“balloon” or climb quickly and then drop straight down. This type
of flight will not achieve maximum distance, and is very difficult to
control in windy conditions. Again, for most of us, backspin helps
to keep the ball in the air as well as keeping it straight.
Speaking of spin, the most overlooked piece of golf equipment can have an enormous effect on spin: the golf ball. The golf
balls of the 21st century have technology that was unheard of 25
years ago. The two primary components of the golf ball are the cover and the core. The cover, the part that you can see, is only about
1/8” thick. In general, there are two type of covers: urethane and
surlyn (also known by other names, such as ionomer). Urethane
covered balls always cost more because they spin more and are easier to control when hitting the ball into the green, especially on
short shots. Surlyn covered balls cost less, are more durable, and
because they spin less, they sometimes gain distance by bouncing
farther after landing. Keep in mind that bouncing forward after
landing on the green makes it difficult to control where the ball will
end up. The core of the ball varies even more; less expensive, low
spin balls may have a one-piece or two-piece core, while high-spin
balls will have three-, four-, or five-piece cores. The different layers
with different densities create different amounts of spin based on
how they are compressed: more spin when struck with a glancing
blow (like a sand wedge), but less when struck with a less lofted
club (like a driver), in order to provide more distance. The best of
all worlds: distance and control. This multi-layer technology and
the urethane cover are used by every single player on the PGA tour.
If you’ve never tried a high performance ball, you should try one
and find out why people are willing to pay $4.00 per ball or more.
They are well worth it, and still less expensive than a new set of
clubs. I have tested lots of balls myself, but I would never play in
competition without my beloved Titleist Pro V1!
Every golfer wants to hit the ball farther, and modern clubs
do have more potential for distance than older clubs, but there is a
limit to what the clubs can do for you. I mean literally: the USGA
has placed limits on the length of a golf club (no more than 48”),
and the spring effect of the clubface (coefficient of restitution no
more than .83). Technology has provided big improvements in distance over the last 30 years, but now most new ideas are focused
on maximizing forgiveness and consistency. To make the ball go
farther you have to produce more speed yourself, but to hit it higher and straighter you just need the right clubs.

Multi-layer golf balls with
urethane covers are used by
every player on the PGA
Tour. They are well worth
the money, and less expensive than a new set of clubs.
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J.C.’s COURSE NOTES
The summer of ‘16 has been unique. Last year we used the irrigation system 4 times in May and
only twice in June. This year: 14 times in May and 22 in June. You know the helpful energy tips they send in
your electric bill? Ours suggested a thorough review as our usage had increased 1200%. We are always going
to lose some turf in the dry, hot months but rarely this early. We have had to water more in the daylight than
normal because we can’t trust the sprinklers to operate properly at night. This is because the river is so low
that we are sucking sand and air. But on the other hand, no standing water means no mosquitoes. We haven’t
treated for them at all and I think that’s a first. It’s nice to see people chatting in the parking lot in the evening; usually you have to throw your clubs in the trunk while diving into your car.
Hole-in-ones have been rare here the last few years. We’ve only averaged about one a season lately.
Well, the average is going up after five aces in July. Scott Stolz got his second Indian Hills ace on the last day
of the month using his pitching wedge on #3. Earlier, Nicholas Shay, Holden Price, and Andrew Pentacost
holed various wedges on#8. Solas Chhin-Kreiner joined a very small group who made their aces with the driver. Solas is eight years old and made his shot on #8 in front of his brother, father and grandfather. Sweet.
Thanks to all for driving the golf carts in the rough during this hot, dry stretch of weather.
There is an excellent article in the July issue of “Golf Course Industry” (I imagine most of you have already read it), on the difficulties of maintaining poa annua grass during the summer months. The article compares poa to a diva. When everything is right the results are amazing. But poa is demanding and things can
get ugly in a hurry. I thought the course was close to as nice as we expect it to be in mid-June. By mid-July,
not so much. The combo of heat and humidity has taken its toll. We can beat the heat with water, but water
leads to fungal diseases when it’s already humid. This means more chemical use. We will start reseeding the
thin spots when nighttime temperatures drop into the 50’s.
My wife believes in jinxes, the knock on wood stuff. I claim not to, but events speak for themselves. In
early June I remarked to our mechanic, Grant, that the turf equipment had been extremely reliable this year.
Since then, three utility vehicles, the topdresser, the rough mower, the course truck, and several golf carts
have been down. Since I am that special combination of bold and stupid, I then mentioned that despite being
used every day, our ancient irrigation system was working flawlessly. The pits that now mark the 1st green,
5th fairway and 8th tee indicate how smart I am.
We have an unprecedented number of young raccoons, woodchucks and skunks this year. Other than
an occasional poor choice in lodgings, they are rarely a problem. Recently, I did scare away a raccoon that I
suspected was hunting for grubs at sunset. As I bore down on it I realized the coon was a skunk and I
squealed like a little girl. Almost flipped the cart over getting away. I believe that skunk lives in the drainpipe
under the land bridge by #2 fairway.
SPECIAL: MENTION THIS NEWSLETTER AND GET A FREE LIMITED EDITION INDIAN HILLS
BALL MARK REPAIR TOOL.

TWO FOR ONE

Weekends before 10:00 A.M.
Two golfers for the price of one. Electric cart
required. Coupon required. Other discounts
still apply.
Expires September 30th, 2016
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of Lansing area's hidden treasures. Wonderfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling
greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water
hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is
short enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for
the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye
catching gardens.
At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our
professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize
clubs for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop
offers a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs,
re-shafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done promptly and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday.

Check us out on the web:
www.ihcustomgolf.com

@IndianHillsMI
www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse

Indian Hills

4887 Nakoma
Okemos, MI 48864
517-349-1010
\

indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com

“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills”
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